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ABSTRACT Ultrasound localization microscopy (ULM) enables the evaluation of the vascular microstruc-
ture by detecting, localizing, and tracking microbubbles (MBs) in the vascular network. ULM provides a
vascular map of the network with improved spatial resolution but with an acquisition time of several minutes.
Thus, it is of great importance to increase the number of MBs detected in order to limit the acquisition
time. The standard MB detection method in ULM assumes that the contrast agents are the highest-intensity
structures on the ultrasound images. However, in vivo data show that MB intensity may be lower than residual
tissue or even noise. Thus, to facilitate the detection of theseMBs, anMB detector based on decision theory is
proposed in this paper. In this study, the proposedmethod based on theNeyman–Pearson criterion is compared
with the standard intensity-based and the normalized cross-correlation detection methods on simulated and
in vivo rat brain and kidney data. The new detection method makes it possible to control the false positive
detection rate without degrading the MB detection rate on simulated data, to enhance the ULM vessel map
resolution on in vivo brain data and to detect more vessels on in vivo kidney data.

INDEX TERMS Ultrasound localization microscopy, microbubble detection, decision theory,
Neyman–Pearson criterion, constant false alarm rate detection.

I. INTRODUCTION
Ultrasound localization microscopy (ULM) is a noninvasive
method for characterizing the vascular microstructure with
a resolution beyond the diffraction limit. This technique
may offer a better understanding of brain diseases such as
Alzheimer’s or Parkinson’s [1]. It can also help to detect
tumor angiogenesis [2], [3], recognizable by its tortuous
microvasculature structure [4] with slow and irregular blood
flow [5], [6], to characterize tumors [7], and to assess anti-
cancer therapy response [7], [8].

The first step in ULM consists in injecting microbub-
ble (MB) ultrasound contrast agents into the vascular net-
work and acquiring radiofrequency (RF) signals for several
minutes. These RF data are beamformed with the delay-
and-sum (DAS) method [9] to obtain ultrasound images
(Fig. 1a). Then, a signal-processing chain is applied on

these images to remove biological tissues and to detect,
localize precisely, and track MBs through time in order
to accumulate all their trajectories and retrieve the vascu-
lar map with a micrometer resolution [10], [11]. A stan-
dard ULM algorithm from Performance Assessment of
Localization Algorithm (PALA) toolbox is available online
at https://github.com/AChavignon/PALA [12]. The different
signal-processing steps of the classic ULM are described
below and illustrated in Fig. 1b-f. Step (b) of the stan-
dard ULM algorithm from PALA consists in tissue filter-
ing (Fig. 1b), i.e., separating the tissue from the MBs. The
most commonly used method is based on the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the Casorati matrix obtained from
the sequence of ultrasound images [13]. The choice of the
ideal number of singular values corresponding to tissue and
noise to be removed can be defined by identifying the tissue,
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FIGURE 1. ULM signal-processing chain proposed in [11].

MBs, and noise areas in the distribution of singular val-
ues [14]. In step (c),MBs are detected on these filtered images
(Fig. 1c). For this purpose, the standard method detects local
maxima in each image and retains only a selected number of
maxima with the highest intensities [10]. Regions of interest
(ROIs) are built around these maxima with a size being
defined according to the size of the point spread function
(PSF). Other detectionmethods are presented in the literature,
based on intensity threshold as in [15] and [16], which is
equivalent to choosing a number N of maxima to be retained,
with a threshold equal to the value of the N th maxima. The
detection method can also be based on the PSF shape as
in [17] and [18], where a normalized cross-correlation (NCC)
is performed with an estimated PSF or a Gaussian kernel.
In the isolation step (Fig. 1d), only ROIs with not more than
NLM MB, a parameter chosen by the user, are retained to
decrease the bias of the localization algorithm [10]. The local-
ization step (Fig. 1e) is a very important stage of the ULM
chain since it offers micrometer resolution, below the diffrac-
tion limit [19], [20]. Considering the selected ROI from the
previous step, the algorithm localizes with sub-wavelength
precision the center of MBs in each ROI. Several localization
algorithms were developed for ULM, based on the hyper-
bola summit in the RF signals [21] or on ultrasound image
interpolation [22], Gaussian fitting with the PSF [18], weight
average [23], or radial symmetry [24]. Finally, the algorithm
provides a list of MBs positions. The aim of the tracking
step (Fig. 1f) is to pair positions at time t with those at
time t − 1 in order to follow the trajectory of each MB.
The fastest solution for this is to pair the MBs using the
nearest-neighbor method as in [25]. Another method is the
Hungarian pairing algorithm [26] that minimizes the sum of
distances between each possible pair. The tracking can also be
based on Markov Chain Monte Carlo approaches by model-
ing theMBs appearance and persistencewith probability laws
and by maximizing the likelihood of the tracks regarding this
model [16], [27]. The tracking step is also used as a filter to
remove tracks that are not long enough in time [10].

Themicrovascularmap is finally obtained by accumulating
all trajectories to create a density map. A velocity map can

be computed using the difference in bubble position between
two frames.

One of the well-known challenges in ULM is to draw
the most complete map in minimum acquisition time. Dif-
ferent strategies were evaluated to increase the number of
detected MBs at different steps of the ULM. For example,
the use of nonlinear ultrasound excitation as amplitude [28]
or phase [29] modulation allows one to retain almost onlyMB
signals. Brown and Hoyt [30] observed an average increase
of 28.3%, and up to 52.6%, in the number of MBs detected
using a pulse inversion strategy compared with a B-mode
imaging strategy. In the filtering step, alternatives to SVD
filtering were tested to avoid removing the slowest MBs,
such as the robust principal component analysis (RPCA) that
uses the sparsity of MBs in the images to filter tissues [31],
[32]. In the isolation step, strategies to separate bubbles
depending on their direction to limit their suppression were
applied using a 3D conical filter [33]. For this, the ultrasound
data have to be filtered in wave vector – temporal pulsation
space [34] obtained by applying a 3D Fourier transform to
the 2D space and time data. A final example of a strategy
to improve the ULM map, without increasing the number
of MBs detected, is achieved in the tracking step thanks to
a Kalman model [35], [36]. The Kalman filter enables the
filtering of tracks as a function of their direction. The princi-
ple is to use the past direction and speed of MBs to estimate
their future position. If the measured position given by the
localization and tracking algorithm is too far away from the
prediction, it is corrected or removed. This improvement is
an interesting denoising tool for removing random-looking
trajectories in ULM images. Finally, some recent studies
evaluated the potential of supervised deep learning in ULM.
Given that the ground truth was not available in experimental
setups, the training step was performed within these studies
on simulated images of moving MBs [37]. Promising results
have been shown, especially in the case of high MBs con-
centration [38], [39], [40], potentially interesting for reducing
the acquisition time. However, the potential of deep learning
for ULM was less explored for in vivo cases. It is thus still
not clear if the synthetic training datasets are realistic enough
to allow the network to generalize well to experimental
data [37].

In this paper, an improvement of the MB detection step
is proposed (Fig. 1c). As explained previously, the standard
MB detection method is based on the intensity of MBs.
However, from in vivo ultrasound images it has been noted
that MB intensity may be lower than tissue or noise in cer-
tain conditions. One can assume, for example, that MBs in
capillaries may present a lower intensity due to their limited
range of oscillation. Moreover, the SVD filter attenuates
(and even removes) the slowest MBs [41]. Consequently,
these SVD-attenuatedMBs are not detected by the algorithm.
As the challenge of ULM is to image a maximum number of
vessels in a minimum amount of time, it is very important to
improve theMBdetection rate, especially in capillaries where
the passage of bubbles is not frequent.
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To deal with this challenge, a detection method based
on decision-theory tools, known as a Constant False Alarm
Rate (CFAR) detection method in RADAR applications [42],
[43], is proposed in this work. The remainder of the paper is
structured as follows. First, the standard detection methods of
the literature are presented, then the problem ofMB detection
is modeled using decision theory concepts and the resulting
solution based on the Neyman–Pearson criterion is explained.
Second, the ultrasound data used to validate the proposed
approach are described. Finally, the decision theory-based
detection is compared with the intensity-based and normal-
ized cross-correlation algorithms on simulated and in vivo
ultrasound images of rat brain and kidney.

II. STATE OF THE ART OF MICROBUBBLE
IDENTIFICATION METHODS
A. INTENSITY-BASED METHOD
Intensity-based detection assumes that the MBs are corre-

sponding to the highest intensity local maxima in the ultra-
sound images I (t) [15], [16]. The detection of these particular
local maxima can be achieved by two similar techniques. An
intensity threshold T can be set and all local maxima with
values higher than T are considered as potential MBs. Thus,
the filtered images Cint (t) containing only the supposed MBs
are given by:

Cint (t) = I (t) [I (t) ≥ T ], (1)

where [·] is a binary variable equal to 1 if the condition
· is verified, and 0 otherwise. The second approach sets
a number Nbubbles of potential MB to be detected in each
image I (t) [10]. In this case, the threshold T is equal to
the N th

bubbles local maximum intensity. Both techniques have
advantages and drawbacks. On one hand, the first approach
does not consider the fact that the SNR may vary in time
due to movements. On the other hand, the second approach is
also limited as the number of MBs varies in time. However,
mostly due to the tracking filtering, the two approach provide
equivalent results in most practical situations.
B. NORMALIZED CROSS-CORRELATION-BASED
METHOD
With the main objective of obtaining a MB detection robust
to intensity variations, NCC-based methods exploit the simi-
larity of a PSF model K with the structures in an ultrasound
image I . The NCC coefficient γNCC , corresponding to the
similarity of the PSF model with a local image patch centered
on the pixel (i, j), is given for each (i, j) by:

γNCC (i, j) =

∑
x,z(I (x, z) − µI )(Ki,j(x, z) − µK )√∑

x,z(I (x, z) − µI )2
∑

x,z(Ki,j(x, z) − µK )2

(2)

Within the summations, the lateral and axial indexes (x, z)
ranges depend on (i, j) and on the size of the kernel SK :
(x, z) ∈ [i− SK

2 , i+ SK
2 ]×[j− SK

2 , j+ SK
2 ]. The kernel K is noted

as Ki,j(x, z) = K (x − i, z − j). The variable µI corresponds
to the mean value of the sample extracted from the image

I centered on pixel (i, j) with a size SK , and µK is the PSF
model mean value. This cross-correlation coefficient is less
sensitive to the image intensity thanks to the normalization
by the mean and the standard deviation values. The filtered
images CNCC (t) containing the potential MBs are computed
as follows:

CNCC (t) = γNCC [γNCC ≥ τNCC ], (3)

with τNCC corresponding to the constraining threshold con-
cerning the similarity between the PSF model and the local
image patches. For low values of τNCC , the MB selection in
(3) is more tolerant regarding the PSF shape but with a risk
of undesired detections. This threshold is usually chosen at
0.6 [18] but it can be set at a lower value as 0.4 to estimate
correctly the velocity in the case of bolus injection [17].
Concerning the PSF model, it can be considered as a Gaus-
sian kernel [18], or estimated by simulating a PSF with an
ultrasound simulation toolbox such as SIMUS [44] as in [17].
It can also be estimated experimentally by imaging a wire
cross section [45].

III. PROPOSED DETECTION METHOD
A. MODEL
A method based on decision theory [46] is proposed in this
work to improve the detection of MBs and is presented
schematically in Fig. 1c. Let us denote by xi,j(t) the tem-
poral signal corresponding to pixel location (i, j) extracted
from a temporal ultrasound image sequence. Some examples
of such temporal signals, for different spatial locations in
Fig. 2a, extracted from an ultrasound image sequence of
rat brain acquired in vivo (see Section IV for more details
on these data), are plotted in Fig. 2b. The examples repre-
sent different situations: the signals corresponding to circle-,
triangle-, and cross-marked pixels are extracted from vessels
where MBs with different intensities are passing; the signal
corresponding to the pixel marked by a square is extracted
from a region with no vessel (i.e., with no MBs passing
through it), thus representing the temporal speckle signature
generated by tissue movement and electronic noise. One may
note that the first three signals (circle-, triangle-, and cross-
marked pixels) contain visible peaks that correspond to MBs.
However, the amplitude of these peaks reported to the level
of noise depends on the MB intensity. Therefore, MB detec-
tion from these signals may be challenging, in particular
for low-intensity MBs (see, e.g., triangle- and cross-marked
pixel examples) where a simple local maxima-based detec-
tion would fail.

Figure 2c presents the histograms of the four signals, illus-
trating the statistical distribution of such temporal signals.
Observing the statistical behaviors of the temporal signals
extracted from an ultrasound image sequence, a statistical
model is derived including the following realistic assump-
tions: i) the noise is assumed to be Gaussian distributed, and
ii) MB responses (peaks) are assumed to be constant for a
given pixel but spatially variant, i.e., there may be differences
from one pixel to another.
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FIGURE 2. (a) Example of a rat brain ultrasound image from the
PALA toolbox [12] shown with a 60-dB dynamic scale from
which are extracted (b) four temporal signals corresponding to
marked pixels in (a). (c) The histograms of these four temporal
signals are shown. The circle, triangle, and cross markers are
on pixels where MBs are passing, respectively, with high,
medium, and low intensity compared to the noise level. On the
cross pixel marker, no MB is passing.

Let us consider the following classic hypothesis:
H0: the pixel value corresponds to noise only;
H1: the pixel value corresponds to noise and to the passage

of an MB.
Under these hypotheses, the value of (i, j) pixel at time t ,

i.e., xi,j(t), can be modeled as:

xi,j(t) =

{
(xi,j|H0)(t) = Ti,j(t)
(xi,j|H1)(t) = Bi,j + Ti,j(t),

(4)

where Ti,j(t) is a Gaussian random variable of mean mi,j and
variance σ 2

i,j modeling the signal generated by tissue motion
and electronic noise.Bi,j represents a constant valuemodeling
the presence of an MB. It is important to underline that the
statistics of the noise (mean and variance) and the intensity of
the MB signal (Bi,j) are defined pixel-wise, which means that
they may be different from one pixel to another. This choice
has been made because not all MBs have the same intensity,
and all the image regions are not affected by the same level
of speckle.

Based on this signal model, the problem of bubble detec-
tion at time t and spatial position (i, j) is equivalent to decid-
ing whether the signal xi,j(t) fulfils the H0 or H1 hypothesis.
In this work, the decision rule considered is based on the
following criteria [46]:

3(xi,j)
1
=
p(xi,j|H1)
p(xi,j|H0)

H1
≷
H0

γi,j, (5)

where 3 is the likelihood ratio, p(X ) corresponds to the
probability density function of the random variable X , and

γi,j is a pixel-wise threshold. The symbol
H1
≷
H0

stands for the

classic decision hypothesis, i.e., H1 if 3(xi,j) > γi,j, and
H0 otherwise. In the next subsections, the likelihood ratio
is expressed based on the statistical assumptions explained
above, and several approaches to define the threshold are pro-
vided. Note that the pixel subscripts i, j and time t are omitted
in the following for the sake of clarity. In other words, the
theoretical developments are applied for one spatio-temporal
pixel location.

B. LIKELIHOOD RATIO 3(x)
Based on the statistical model in (4), the probability density
ratio 3(x) is simply expressed by the ratio of two Gaussian
functions with the same variance but different mean values:

3(x) =
p(x|H1)
p(x|H0)

=

1
σ
√
2π
e−

1
2
(x−(m+B))2

σ2

1
σ
√
2π
e−

1
2
(x−m)2

σ2

. (6)

After simplification and by taking the logarithm of 3(x),
one obtains

ln(3(x)) =
1

2σ 2B(2x − 2m− B). (7)

By re-injecting the previous expression into (5), the deci-
sion rule becomes

x
H1
≷
H0

σ 2

B
ln(γ ) + m+

B
2

1
= η. (8)

The decision regarding hypothesis H0 or H1 is thus con-
ditioned by the value of the pixel compared with a threshold
η that depends on the statistical distribution of speckle noise
(its mean m and variance σ 2), on the MB intensity B, and
on the threshold γ . All these parameters are unknown in
practical situations, and should thus be estimated from the
data or preset to fixed values. In particular, the value of γ can
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be fixed based on several decision theory approaches such as
Bayes [47], MiniMax [47], or Neyman–Pearson [46] criteria.
The MB detection algorithm introduced in this work uses the
latter, sustained by its accuracy and robustness and by the fact
that it does not require any a priori information about the
probability of detecting an MB, unlike the Bayes criterion.

C. THRESHOLD ESTIMATION BY THE
NEYMAN–PEARSON CRITERION
The principle of the Neyman–Pearson (NP) method is to
estimate the threshold η from the false-alarm rate α0, which
has to be pre-defined respecting the application constraints.
In our case, α0 is related to the risk of false detection of an
MB in a given pixel. The influence of its value on the final
results will be discussed in the Results section. By definition,
α0 is given by

α0
1
=

∫
+∞

η

p(x|H0)dx. (9)

By incorporating the statistical model x under hypothesis
H0 in (4) into (9), one obtains:

α0 =

∫
+∞

η

1

σ
√
2π

e−
1
2
(x−m)2

σ2 dx. (10)

Following a variable change u =
x−m
σ
√
2
, (9) becomes:

α0 =
1

√
π

∫
+∞

η−m
σ
√
2

e−u
2
du, (11)

and finally, using the complementary error function (1-erf(·)):

α0 =
1
2
(1 − erf(

η − m

σ
√
2
)). (12)

with erf(·) the error function defined as:

erf(X ) =
2

√
π

∫ X

0
e−u

2
du (13)

η can be isolated from (12) thanks to the inverse error
function erf−1(·) and can be replaced in (8) in order to express
ln(γ ) as a function of α0, m and σ as follows:

ln(γ ) =
B
σ 2 (σ

√
2 erf−1(1 − 2α0) −

B
2
). (14)

Using the results from (14) in (8), the decision rule of MB
detection becomes

x
H1
≷
H0

σ
√
2 erf−1(1 − 2α0) + m 1

= η. (15)

The decision criterion in (15) can be easily interpreted
based on the choice of the value of α0. Given that erf−1 is an
increasing function, a low false-alarm rate α0 induces a high
threshold η, which narrows the region of the hypothesis H1,
i.e., of MB detection. Consequently, the probability of detect-
ing MBs in tissues, i.e., outside the vessels, is reduced. It is
also worth noting that the threshold η depends on the speckle
temporal variance, which robustifies it compared with, e.g.,
the MiniMax criterion. The two approaches are equivalent

for α0 = 0.5. Moreover, for α0 = 1, the threshold is equal
to m − 2

√
2σ , which, for a Gaussian distribution, means

that more than 99.73% of the pixels values are classified as
H1, corresponding to MB detection. Of course, such a high
detection rate is not relevant in ULM. On the contrary, for
α0 = 0, only 0.27%of the pixels values would be classified as
H1, which would represent a high risk of missing most of the
MBs in ULM. The influence of α0 in ULM will be discussed
in the Results section, restricting it to the interval ]0, 0.5[ that
corresponds to plausible MB detection rates in ULM.

D. ESTIMATION OF NOISE STATISTICAL MOMENTS
For the NP criterion, the pixel-wise threshold η depends on
the statistical moments of the noise, i.e., the mean m and the
standard deviation σ . To estimate these parameters, one can
assume that MB passage is rare and compute empirically the
noise mean and standard deviation using the whole signal.
However, for a high concentration of bubbles, the bias of
such an empirical estimation may be too high. Consequently,
a robust estimator, i.e., non-sensitive to outliers, is more
suitable for our application. A well-known robust estimator
for the noise mean is the median and for the noise standard
deviation, the median absolute deviation (MAD). Note that
both median and MAD are computed in the temporal dimen-
sion. The MAD for the pixel (i, j) is defined as [48]:

MADi,j = median(|xi,j(t) − median(xi,j(t))|). (16)

For a Gaussian distribution, the standard deviation can be
deduced by:

σ =
1

√
2erf−1( 12 )

MAD. (17)

E. DETECTION MAPS
Coming back to the whole set of data, the NP criterion
described above is applied to each temporal sample xi,j(t) of
the pixel (i, j). It is then possible to build a block of detection
maps C as follows:

Ci,j(t) = (xi,j(t) − ηi,j) [xi,j(t) ≥ ηi,j], (18)

where [·] is a binary variable equal to 1 if the condition · is
verified, and 0 otherwise. The term (xi,j(t) − ηi,j) provides
information on the relevance of the detection.

F. INTEGRATION OF THE DECISION MAP IN ULM
FRAMEWORK
The NP decision criterion is used to improve the detection
step of ULM. The NP criterion is first applied on the beam-
formed images after SVD filtering, resulting in the detection
maps Ci,j(t) in (18). Local maxima are then detected on
these maps. Rectangular ROIs are defined around the retained
maxima, used as input for the localization step. The final
pseudocode is given in Algorithm 1, which takes as input the
original (without any filtering) beamformed ultrasound image
sequence denoted by I(i, j, t).
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Algorithm 1 ULM Algorithm Using the Proposed
NP-Based MB Detection
Input: Native ultrasound image sequence I(i, j, t) of

size [Ni,Nj,Nt ]
1 Tissue and noise filtering by SVD
X(i, j, t) = SVD(I(i, j, t))

2 Microbubble detection
3 Loop over each spatial pixel
4 for i = 1 to Ni do
5 for j = 1 to Nj do
6 Estimate noise mean mi,j by computing the

median value of xi,j(t)
7 Estimate noise standard deviation σi,j using

(17)
8 Compute the threshold ηi,j using (15)
9 Compute the maps Ci,j(t) using (18)

10 Loop over each temporal frame
11 for t = 1 to Nt do
12 Find the local maxima in C(t)
13 Build ROIs around the local maxima
14 Isolation
15 Remove ROIs with more than NLM local maxima
16 for each ROI do
17 Subwavelength localization
18 Apply localization method to each image X(t)

in the boundaries defined by previous ROIs

19 Tracking Pair MB locations at times t and t − 1
20 Mapping Accumulate tracks or compute MB velocity

Output: Accumulated tracks and MB velocity maps

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. SIMULATED AND IN VIVO DATA
MB detection methods are evaluated through three datasets
available online at https://zenodo.org/record/4343435 from
the PALA toolbox, which provides a benchmark for evalu-
ating the ULM algorithm [12]. The simulated dataset (named
PALA_data_InSilicoFlow) was composed of 20,000 simu-
lated ultrasound images of moving MBs at various con-
stant velocities in crossing vessels of different sizes and
shapes [12]. A moving residual speckle and residual bright
slow tissue component has been added on the images to
increase the realism of the simulations [49]. The resid-
ual bright slow tissue component may correspond to traces
of specular reflections from an interface not completely
removedwith the SVD. These simulated images are supposed
to be images after tissue filtering in order to control the
SNR level and thus evaluate the influence of the residual
speckle level. To simulate the residual speckle, a uniform
random 3D matrix [Ni,Nj,Nt ] in size has been generated and
convolved in space and time directions by Gaussian kernels.
The kernel variance in the space direction defines the speckle
pattern width and the variance in the time direction defines
the movement amplitude. In this simulation, both variances

FIGURE 3. Simulated ultrasound image with microbubbles from
the PALA toolbox [12] with moving speckle and bright tissue
addition. An example of a microbubble is indicated by the arrow
with a circle and a residual ponctual bright tissue is indicated
by the arrow with a square.

were empirically set to 1 wavelength denoted by λ. The 3D
matrix amplitude was then normalized by its maximum and
finally multiplied by the chosen SNR. The bright residual
tissue is simulated by 10 additional slow-moving bright Dirac
scatterers at random coordinates convolved with a Gaussian
kernel of Gaussian random variance with a mean of 0.5λ and
a variance of 0.1λ to simulate the PSF width variations. Their
intensity means are two times the maximum intensity of all
images and their standard deviations are equal to 1% of the
mean. Their movements are cyclic, induced by an alteration
of the scatterer coordinates, mimicking a breathing move-
ment. This movement is simulated by a linear translation with
a velocity of 1/250 λ/image in the lateral and axial axes. The
cyclic behavior is ensured by concatenating the movement
vector with its flip. This design of bright residual tissue
is extremely simplified and does not correspond visually
with what could be seen on ultrasound images. Nonetheless,
it allows us to evaluate the effect of bright residual tissue on
the detectionmethods. The results can be seen in Fig. 3, where
the MBs are scatterers with relatively large PSF, the residual
bright tissues are the brightest pixels, and the granite pattern
is the residual speckle.

The second dataset (named PALA_data_InVivoRat
BrainBolus) was composed of 213 blocks of 800 beamformed
images of in vivo rat brain measurements with two bolus
injections of MBs, which corresponds to an acquisition time
of 171 s. In this study, only the data with the first bolus
injection are used, i.e., the first 85.6 s of acquisition. This
dataset is interesting for validating the NP detection since
it contains MBs brighter than others for each given image,
as can be seen in Fig. 4. It is used to analyze the NP detection
in high (at the beginning of the bolus injection) and low MB
(at the end of the bolus injection) concentration. A high MB
concentration enables the evaluation of the robustness of the
noise statistical moments estimator.

The last dataset (PALA_data_InVivoRatKidney) was com-
posed of 238 blocks of 790 beamformed images of in vivo rat
kidney with a bolus injection, which corresponds to 185 s of
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FIGURE 4. Example of rat brain ultrasound image with
microbubbles, from the PALA toolbox [12].

FIGURE 5. Example of rat kidney ultrasound image with
microbubbles, from the PALA toolbox [12].

TABLE 1. Simulation and acquisition parameters for each
dataset [12].

acquisition. In order to compare the results with the rat brain
example in term of acquisition time, only the first 92.8 s of
the acquisition are used in this study. An example is given in
Fig. 5; as can be seen, some MBs are moving in a low SNR
area and thus it will be interesting to evaluate the results in
such a context. The main acquisition parameters of all the
datasets presented here are given in Tab. 1.

B. COMPARISON METHOD AND HYPER-PARAMETER
CHOICE
Table 2 summarizes the most important hyper-parameter and
its signification, of the proposed methods and the techniques
used for comparison.

TABLE 2. Main hyper-parameter of each evaluated detection
method.

TABLE 3. ULM parameters for each dataset. the first four
parameters are specific to the detection methods and the last
ones are common to all methods.

For NCC-based method, the kernel choice is a key-point
to provide correct results. For the simulation study, the PSF
shape and size were estimated by selecting a PSF from a
simulated ultrasound image of the dataset without noise. For
the in vivo study, the extraction of a PSF directly from an
image was not possible because of the noise, so the PSF
was modeled as a Gaussian with a standard deviation chosen
by analyzing the intensity drop between the main lobe and
side lobes on experimental PSF examples. Thus, the retained
standard deviation for the brain and the kidney datasets was
1.75λ. The kernel size SK presents a trade-off since a too wide
window will risk to take information from neighboring PSF
and a too narrow one may lack information about the PSF
shape. The PSF size was empirically fixed at 5λ, for both
in vivo studies, in order to ensure the best possible results.
Then, to ensure a reliable reference, the ULM parameters in
Tab. 3 are the same as those provided in the PALA toolbox
script example. The main ULM parameters are:

• SVD cutoff: number of singular values removed,
• MaxDist: maximum linking distance between two local-
ized MBs to enable pairing in the tracking step,

• MinLength: minimum length of track,
• NLM : number of local maxima allowed in an ROI.
The localization algorithm used in this study was

based on the radial symmetry due to its good perfor-
mance/computational load compromise. For tracking, the
Hungarian algorithm was used for the same reason and for
its good performance within high frame rate acquisitions.

C. RESULTS FROM SIMULATED DATA
By applying the NP detection to the first dataset, the η thresh-
olds of Eq. (15) are computed for each pixel (i, j) (called ηi,j),
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FIGURE 6. Normalized threshold map
ηi,j

max(xi,j (t))
of simulated

data with the Neyman–Pearson method, α0 = 0.1%.

which gives the normalized threshold map ηi,j
max(xi,j(t))

in Fig. 6.
For this example, a false-alarm rate α0 of 1% is chosen.When
the signal is higher than this threshold, an MB is detected.
As the threshold is low in the vessel area it will ease MB
detection. On the contrary, outside the vessels, the normalized
threshold is close to 1. In that case, there is a low probability
of detecting any MB at any time.

In order to evaluate and compare the intensity-based, the
NCC and NP detection methods, standard detection metrics
are used. A true positive (TP) is counted if an MB is detected
and localized at a maximum range of λ/4 away from a real
MB as per the ground truth, as done in [12]. A false positive
(FP) is a detected MB without a simulated MB at a range of
λ/4. Finally, a false negative (FN) is a missed detection and
is counted if there is no detected MB at a range of λ/4 from
a known MB position. This counting is performed after the
tracking step by the function PALA_PairingAlgorithm of the
PALA toolbox. The metrics are presented in Fig. 7 as a
function of the SNR for the standard detection and for the NP
detection with several values of α0 in the simulated data. The
TPs are represented in Fig. 7a, which shows the similarities
between the methods except for NP with the low false-alarm
risk α0 of 10−5% and for the NCC with τNCC = 0.7 that
present a slightly lower number of TPs at a low SNR. How-
ever, this low false-alarm rate makes it possible to limit the
FPs at low SNR, as can be seen in Fig. 7b for NP. Moreover,
at any value of α0, the NP method detects fewer FPs than the
intensity-based detection method, since the latter is sensitive
to the presence of bright residual tissue and detects it as
an MB. The effect of the α0 parameter is only measurable
through FP detections because a low false-alarm rate limits
them. For the NCC, the FP detections are more frequent than
for NP with a low α0 and they decrease while τNCC increases,
which is consistent since a high τNCC is more restrictive.
Note that the FP detections increase with the SNR, which is
non-intuitive but is explained by the more frequent detection
of bright residual tissue at high SNR. Finally, Fig. 7c shows
that there is a difference in the FN metric only with the NCC
method which misses more MBs. This can be explained by
spatially-variance of the PSF. This is even more visible for
in vivo studies where heterogeneity and phase aberration are

not negligible. It can be concluded that the limitation of FP
for the NCC method may be obtained at the price of a higher
number of FN detections, and therefore a lower number of
TP detections. Thus, the precisions (TP/(TP + FP)) of the
NCC and NP detectors are better than the intensity-based
method, particularly for a high τNCC and a low α0. The
sensitivity (TP/(TP+FN )) is lower only for the NCCmethod,
particularly for a high τNCC . Note that since the localization
was processed on the same images (see Algorithm 1, line 18),
and given that 85% of the detectedMBs coincide between the
methods (this has been verified by pairing the MBs detected
by the different methods with a maximum linking distance
of 0.1λ), the localization performance was the same between
the detection methods. Thus, these detection metrics are not
biased by the localization.

D. RESULTS FROM IN VIVO RAT BRAIN DATA
TheNP detectionmethod is then applied to the in vivo dataset.
The influence of α0 on the threshold map ηi,j is shown in
Fig. 8. These maps are computed on 800 successive images
as the acquisitions are continuous per block of 800 images.
These 800 images enable the estimation of the noise statistical
moments. It can be seen that the lower the false-alarm rate,
the more constraining the threshold map. There is therefore a
compromise between TP and FN detection. In the following
results, the detection methods were applied to first bolus only,
i.e., to the first 107 blocks of 800 images.

The effect of each method hyperparameters is studied
in Fig. 9. To begin, it is important to note that the ULM
maps provided by the intensity and NCC-based methods
have a large pixel value dynamics. Therefore, the scale of
ULM images is usually compressed using a square or cubic
root [12], to enhance the visualization of low intensity ves-
sels. However, ULM maps built with the NP method have a
smaller pixel value dynamic, better benefiting from a linear
scale. For a fair comparison, in Fig. 9, it is not possible to
display ULM maps with different scale compression meth-
ods. Thus, to avoid penalizing the comparisonmethods, ULM
maps are compressed with a square root for all methods.
Then, a histogram matching is applied to correct the scale
of the ULM maps. This method has been initially developed
to visually compare images without bias [50]. The histogram
matching is performed by shifting the mean and adjusting the
standard deviation of the pixels values: consider a reference
image X and an image to correct Y. The image after histogram
matching is determined by I = aY + b with a =

σX
σY

and
b = µY − aµX , µ and σ corresponding to the mean and
standard deviation of the corresponding images. The image
in Fig. 9e has been chosen to be the reference image X since
it has a dynamic in the average among the other images,
so the adjustment effect of histogrammatching does not affect
excessively the images to correct. Note however that the
histogram matching induces a loss of the physical meaning
of the pixel values.
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FIGURE 7. Detection metrics for standard ULM and NP detection
method with different false-alarm rate.

To simplify the visual comparisons, some areas are defined
in Fig. 9a. The density maps of MBs for intensity-based

FIGURE 8. Normalized threshold map
ηi,j

max(xi,j (t))
of rat brain data

with the NP method, (a) α0 = 10−5%, (b) α0 = 1%, (c) α0 = 10%,
(d) α0 = 40%.

detection are presented in Fig. 9a, b, c for different Nbubbles
parameters. First of all, for the intensity-based method, the
results for the empirically chosen Nbubbles parameter pro-
posed in the PALA toolbox script at 100 MBs is presented
in Fig. 9b. If one is looking to remove artifacts in the area E,
an idea would be to decrease the Nbubbles, e.g., to 50 MBs as
in Fig. 9a. However, this includes an erosion of some vessels
(area C). On the other hand, if one’s objective is to detect
more vessels, the Nbubbles parameter has to be increased, e.g.,
to 300 MBs as in Fig. 9c. The cost of newly detected vessels
(e.g. area C) with the intensity-based method is a higher
number of artifacts (areas A and E) and a clear loss in reso-
lution (e.g. in area B) which will be further studied hereafter
in this paper. The proposed Nbubbles parameter of 100 MBs
can thus be considered as a good choice. The maps for the
NCC detector are presented in Fig. 9d, e, f for different τNCC
parameters. This parameter reflects the tolerance given to the
similarity of theMBs in the image to theGaussian PSFmodel.
A too high τNCC parameter leads to false negative detections
as represented in Fig. 9d where the major part of vessels are
missed. For the chosen parameter τNCC at 0.7 in Fig. 9e,
the NCC detector allows to recover a complete vessel map
with less artefacts (area E) and a better resolution (area B)
compared to Fig. 9b. However, some vessels are disconnected
(areas A and D). One can try to decrease τNCC to 0.6 to make
these vessels connected, but the vessels are still disconnected
in area A and partially reconnected in area D but some false
positive detections (area E) and artefacts occur (e.g. area A).
This confirms the observations concerning the NCC in the
simulation study: there is a compromise between the TP and
the FP detections. With the NP detection, we propose a new
parameter α0 to control the false alarm rate.. The results
for NP detection with different α0 from 10−5% to 1% are
presented in Fig. 9g, h, i. In Fig. 9g, for a very constraining
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FIGURE 9. Density ULM images of rat brain in square root scale after histogram matching with (e). (a), (b), (c) with intensity-based
detection respectively with Nbubbles = 50,100, 300. (d), (e), (f) with NCC detection respectively with τNCC = 0.8,0.7,0.6. (g), (h),
(i) with Neyman–Pearson detection respectively with α0 = 10−5%,0.1%,1%, acquisition time = 85.6 s.

α0 parameter of 10−5%, the NP detector is able to reconstruct
a relatively complete map with a greater resolution compared
to Fig. 9b but some bright structures (e.g areas A and G)
are attenuated. By visualizing the data, one may note that
these structures are large vessels with highMB concentration,
so the pixels value over time are mainly composed of MB
peaks and the noise parameter estimation fails since there are
not enough noise samples in each pixel signal. Thus, the NP
detector confuses the MBs in these vessels with noise and
does not consider them in the detections. To recover them,
α0 can be increased to 0.1% as in Fig. 9h but at the expense
of a few false alarm detections (area F). A higher false alarm
rate of 1% in Fig. 9i induces more FP (area F) and artefacts
(area A) but no significant detection of new vessels compared
to Fig. 9g, h. This confirms the results of the simulation part,

where the variation of α0 induces mainly a variation on the
FP detections. To conclude on the false alarm α0 parameter,
a constraining one as 10−5% provides an exploitable map
since most of the vessels are represented. If one is interested
in the vessels perpendicular to the imaging plane, a higher but
reasonable α0 has to be chosen, for example 0.1%.
Concerning the intensity-based detector, the highest-density

areas seem to be related to the highest MB intensities visible
in Fig. 4, which is an undesirable effect of this detector.
This can be explained by the fact that structures with the
highest intensity are detected first when using the intensity-
based detector, including MBs and undesired residual tissue.
Since the number of structures to be detected is limited by
the user, some MBs darker than residual artifacts are missed
by this detector. This effect is removed with the NCC and NP
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FIGURE 10. Fourier-ring correlation curves for all methods.

detector, as shown in Fig. 9e, g where the density is more
spatially uniform.

To compare quantitatively the detection methods, results
are given through the Fourier-ring correlation (FRC) [20].
This metric allows us to measure the resolution of an image
in ULM by means of the 2D Fourier transform, which gives
information on the frequencies in the image. An image with
high frequencies means that closely situated structures can
be identified and thus the resolution is good. This metric
is non-sensitive to noise since the Fourier transform is per-
formed on two subsets of the tracks and a cross-correlation
is made to remove the noise impact. The results of the FRC
applied to the whole image are displayed in Fig. 10. The sig-
nificant frequencies are defined by the intersection between
the FRC curves and the 1/2 bit threshold and the resolution is
obtained by the inverse of these frequencies. Independently
of the method, a less constraining parameter leads to a loss
of resolution. For the intensity method the best resolution
is 12.8µm, 10µm for the NCC, and 10.6µm for the NP
detection. Thus, the NCC and the NP detection yields the best
resolutions, specifically with the lower τNCC and α0, which
leads to a gain in resolution of 22% and 17% respectively
compared with the intensity-based method with Nbubbles =

100. This resolution gain is illustrated with the example in
Fig. 11, where two sections (white lines marked 1 and 2)
are represented on Fig. 11b. These sections are perpendicular
to two close parallel vessels and are shown in Fig. 12. The
metric used on these sections is the peak to center intensity
difference (PCID) [51]. An example of PCID with the NCC
results is represented on Fig. 12a. For the section I, the PCID
are 0.70, 2.15 and 1.40 respectively for the intensity-based,
NCC and NP detection methods. For the second section in
Fig. 12b, the PCID for these methods in the same order are
1.65, 3.10 and 4.20. It is clear that the NCC and NP methods
provide higher PCID metrics in these two examples and thus
justifies the higher resolution indicated by the FRC.

The results above demonstrated that NCC and NPmethods
had close performances in terms of resolution, and better than

FIGURE 11. Zoom on density ULM images of rat brain (a) with
intensity-based detection Nbubbles = 100, (b) with NCC
detection τNCC = 0.7, (c) with Neyman–Pearson detection,
α0 = 10−5%. The scale is in square root after histogram
matching with Fig. 9e.

FIGURE 12. Sections values for each detection methods and
PCID illustration.

the intensity-based method. However, it has been discussed
by analysing the Fig. 9e, f that the NCC method was not
able to connect vessels between them in some cases, as it
is highlighted in Fig. 13b. To fully connect the vessels as in
Fig. 13a, the parameter τNCC needs to be decreased to 0.5,
but this implies disturbing artefacts (Fig. 13c). This means
that in the area where vessels are connected, the PSF does not
have a Gaussian shape. This can be due to phase aberration or
overlapping MBs in this specific areas that distorts the PSF
shape. This observation shows the limits of theNCCdetection
method that is sensitive to PSF shape, while in the context
of ULM, this shape is a function of time and space [52].
Meanwhile, the NP method is able to connect the vessels as
it can be seen in Fig. 13d.
Finally, the benefit of spatially uniform detection is high-

lighted in Fig. 14, which is a vessel map built from 4-s
acquisitions. Instead of detecting only the brightest MBs and
drawing redundant stuctures, NCC and NP detections allow
the density map to be filled faster with vessels (e.g. in areas
C and D), as shown in Fig. 14b and Fig. 14c compared to
Fig. 14a. Even if some structures in Fig. 14c. are not as bright
as in Fig. 14b, they are, nevertheless, represented. This is
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FIGURE 13. Zoom on density ULM images of rat brain (a) with
intensity-based detection Nbubbles = 100, (b) and (c) with NCC
detection τNCC = 0.7 and 0.5, (d) with Neyman–Pearson
detection, α0 = 10−5%. The scale is in square root after
histogram matching with Fig. 9e.

important regarding the definition of the saturation metric,
which counts the number of non-null pixels for a given time.
However, this metric is highly sensitive to noise, so only a
qualitative saturation is studied in the paper. In this example
with a very short acquisition time, a low τNCC and a relatively
high α0 of 1% are chosen to maximize the number of detected
MBs. The parameter Nbubbles for the intensity method is kept
unchanged to avoid resolution issues.

E. RESULTS FROM IN VIVO RAT KIDNEY DATA
In order to complete the study, the methods are evaluated
on a rat kidney in vivo dataset. First, the spatially uniform
detection benefits are clear in this example as it can be seen
by comparing Fig. 15awith Fig. 15d, f. The densities aremore
uniform with the NCC and NP detection methods with well
chosen threshold parameters. Indeed, there are fewer tracks
for large vessels but more details for small vessels in areas
B and C. To detect these small vessels with the intensity-
based method, the parameter Nbubbles needs to be increased
as in Fig. 15b. However, instead of detecting the vessels in
these areas, it detects more FP in the circular areas and in area
D. Note that only the NP method removes these punctual FP
detections.

From visual inspection of the results in Fig. 15a, d, f, one
may note that there is not significant difference in spatial
resolution between the different methods. This is confirmed
by the resolutions indicated by the FRC values equal to 35µm
for all methods, except for the NCC with τNCC = 0.6 for
which the resolution is equal to 31.25µm. Note however that
in Fig. 15d, some strong and local artefacts appear in the
circular areas, which may induce a bias in the resolution
indicated by the FRC according to [20]. Therefore, this makes
the resolution analysis difficult in this particular case.

FIGURE 14. Density ULM images of rat brain (a) with
intensity-based detection Nbubbles = 100, (b) with NCC
detection τNCC = 0.6, (c) with Neyman–Pearson detection
α0 = 1%, acquisition time = 4 s. The scale is in square root after
histogram matching with (b).

In Fig. 15c, e, the NCC and NP methods are challenged
by choosing a threshold too restrictive to study their risks.
In both figures, the wide vessel in area A is eroded but for
different reasons. For the NCC method, the reason is that
the PSFs shapes in this area are not similar to a Gaussian
shape as it can be seen in Fig. 5. This is explained by the
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FIGURE 15. Density ULM images of rat kidney in square root scale after histogram matching with (a), (a), (b) with intensity-based
detection Nbubbles = 100 and Nbubbles = 200, (c), (d) with NCC detection, τNCC = 0.7 and τNCC = 0.6, (e), (f) with Neyman–Pearson
detection α0 = 10−5% and α0 = 1%, acquisition time = 94 s.

high MBs concentration in this vessel, resulting into the
super-position of several overlapping PSFs. Thus, these PSFs
are flat, extended in the lateral direction while an isolated
MB, e.g. at coordinates (-4mm, 2mm) for the lateral and
axial axis, is more similar to a Gaussian. Consequently, for
a too constraining parameter, the NCC is sensitive to PSF
shape alterations. Moreover, for the NP detection method,
the reason is also linked to the high MB concentration, but

differs mathematically. We remind the illustration in Fig. 2b
with the signal peaks due to MBs passages. In the case of an
excessive number of signal peaks, i.e. an excessive number
of MBs passages, which occurs in the case of high MB con-
centration, the NP method risks to confuse the MB peaks and
the noise since the pixel signal over time is mainly composed
of MB peaks and therefore the method has not enough noise
samples to estimate the noise mean and standard deviation
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following (16) and (17). That is why for both NCC and NP
methods, in a context of local high MB concentration, the
threshold parameter must be set to a reasonable value.

V. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
In this paper, an MB detector based on the Neyman–Pearson
criterion is proposed and compared with the intensity-based
and the normalized cross-correlation detectors. We show
through simulation and in vivo study that the new detector
makes it possible to control easily the false positive detections
without overly deteriorating the true positive ones.

It has been shown that the intensity-based detectionmethod
is sensitive to noise. Therefore, vessels with low intensity are
difficult to detect, because of MBs moving similar to residual
tissue. This trade-off is limited with the NCC and NP meth-
ods. In addition to that, these methods provide significant
benefits for ULM:

• detectingMBs with intensity lower than noise and resid-
ual tissue,

• enhancing the resolution,
• detecting MBs in a more spatially uniform way and pro-
vide a more complete map for an equivalent acquisition
time.

However, the NCC-based detector is limited in the case
where the shape of the PSFs varies as a function of space.
These variations can be induced by phase aberrations or PSF
overlapping in vessels with high MB concentration. This
leads to a partial vessel reconstruction but can be corrected
without adding excessive noise by adjusting the τNCC thresh-
old. This can also generate some disconnections in vessel
junctions, which is harder to correct by adjusting the τNCC
parameter.

The NP method presents also a risk of partial vessel recon-
struction for high MB concentration in a vessel. If the MBs
cross a pixel too frequently, the algorithm can confuse the
MBs and the noise. This can easily be corrected by increasing
the α0 parameter without adding disturbing noise.
It would be interesting to evaluate this new tool in cases

where the bubble response is low, and particularly if the
ULM is not applied to bubbles but to red blood cells as done
in [53].Moreover, this detector has a low calculation cost, and
therefore it can easily be adaptable to 3D ULM.

A further study would be to evaluate a different statistical
distribution for noise and MB intensity in Eq. (4), for exam-
ple, by assuming that the MB intensity follows a Gaussian
law. However, with this hypothesis, the value B will not be
simplified in the calculus and it will introduce new parameters
to be estimated as the mean and standard deviation of the MB
intensity distribution. It could also be possible to deal with
the decision theory problem without making any assumption
on the MB signal distribution [43], [54].

NP DETECTION METHOD IMPLEMENTATION
The Matlab code for implementing the Neyman-Pearson
detector is available on https://github.com/CorazzaAlexandre/
Microbubble_detection.
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